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The classic story by E. B. White, author of the Newbery Honor Book Charlotte's Web and The
Trumpet of the Swan, about one small mouse on a very big adventure.Stuart Little is no ordinary
mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother
George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of
adventure.Stuart's greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named
Margalo, disappears from her nest. Determined to track her down, Stuart ventures away from
home for the very first time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he find his friend?Stuart
Little joins E. B. White favorites Charlotte's Web and The Trumpet of the Swan as classic
illustrated novels that continue to speak to today's readers. Whether you curl up with your young
reader to share these books or hand them off for independent reading, you are helping to create
what are likely to be all-time favorite reading memories.

“Endearing for young and old, full of wit and wisdom and amusement.” — The Horn BookFrom
the Back CoverA paperback edition of E.B. White's classic novel about one small mouse on a
very big adventure! With black and white illustrations.Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a
family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother George, and
Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of adventure.Stuart's
greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears
from her nest. Determined to track her down, Stuart ventures away from home for the very first
time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he find his friend?About the AuthorE. B.
White, the author of such beloved classics as Charlotte's Web, Stuart Little, and The Trumpet of
the Swan, was born in Mount Vernon, New York. He graduated from Cornell University in 1921
and, five or six years later, joined the staff of The New Yorker magazine, then in its infancy. He
died on October 1, 1985, and was survived by his son and three grandchildren.Mr. White's
essays have appeared in Harper's magazine, and some of his other books are: One Man's Meat,
The Second Tree from the Corner, Letters of E. B. White, Essays of E. B. White, and Poems and
Sketches of E. B. White. He won countless awards, including the 1971 National Medal for
Literature and the Laura Ingalls Wilder Award, which commended him for making a "substantial
and lasting contribution to literature for children."During his lifetime, many young readers asked
Mr. White if his stories were true. In a letter written to be sent to his fans, he answered, "No, they
are imaginary tales . . . But real life is only one kind of life—there is also the life of the
imagination."Garth Williams is the renowned illustrator of almost one hundred books for children,
including the beloved Stuart Little by E. B. White, Bedtime for Frances by Russell Hoban, and the
Little House series by Laura Ingalls Wilder.He was born in 1912 in New York City but raised in
England. He founded an art school near London and served with the British Red Cross Civilian



Defense during World War II. Williams worked as a portrait sculptor, art director, and magazine
artist before doing his first book Stuart Little, thus beginning a long and lustrous career
illustrating some of the best known children's books.In addition to illustrating works by White and
Wilder, he also illustrated George Selden’s The Cricket in Times Square and its sequels (Farrar
Straus Giroux). He created the character and pictures for the first book in the Frances series by
Russell Hoban (HarperCollins) and the first books in the Miss Bianca series by Margery Sharp
(Little, Brown). He collaborated with Margaret Wise Brown on her Little Golden Books titles
Home for a Bunny and Little Fur Family, among others, and with Jack Prelutsky on two poetry
collections published by Greenwillow: Ride a Purple Pelican and Beneath a Blue Umbrella. He
also wrote and illustrated seven books on his own, including Baby Farm Animals (Little Golden
Books) and The Rabbits’ Wedding (HarperCollins).Read more
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Teeker, “Decent Quality Paperbacks, Creative Story. I bought 6 copies of this book to read with
students. The books held up with daily use over about a month-long period. Some students
really pushed the boundaries with folding over pages, the cover, etc. Highlighter and other
markers will soak through the pages slightly, depending on the pressure of the tip on the page.
As far as this story from 1945 goes, it is NOT the same as the 1999 movie. I feel like this
e.b.white story is beautifully done with the original illustrations. There's a couple with one son
that decides to have a second child as a sibling for the son. Somehow, a talking mouse becomes
the sibling. Which, they just try to get everyone else to accept. Use your imagination. Family is
love and you can use this story to teach about differences and acceptance. It was fun to talk
about some of the "old-fashioned" vocabulary used in the book and explain it or compare
lifestyles to current vocabulary and lifestyles, too.”

Rocky, “Superb children's literature. In the genre of children's literature, the books that get
passed from one generation to the next are those whose tales are full of adventure, imagination,
and fine illustrations. This is one of those books. I read it as a child, I then read it to my children,
and now I'm reading it to my grandchildren. 3 generations of enjoyment so far.”

Stephanie Valdes, “An Interesting Revisit To A Dear Childhood Book. I remember, very long ago,
my Third Grade Class was tasked with reading this book. Although at that time, I was never all
that interested in reading. So I very reluctantly turned to the first page, wishing that I never had
to. When I finished the first page, I suddenly became interested in what happened in the next. I
was very surprised to have learned that Stuart's Mother had lost her Ring in the sink, and Stuart
volunteered to throw himself down into the drain. I continued reading, with a new profound
feeling that I had to read what happened next. And so I did. One page became two, two became
three, three became four, and so on and so on until I reached the end. When I finished, I became
deeply unsatisfied that the book had to end. For the first time in my life, I was disappointed that a
bool had to end. It felt weird to me, but I almost felt that it was enjoyable. I then searched for
another, and then another, and even yet another. How exquisite this feeling! A number of books
and a number of years later, I find myself rereading this marvellous work, and reading many
other great works. No matter how old I may get, I will always remember the book that ignited my
passion for reading.”

C. Z. S., “Nice. Nice”

Susan, “Great book. Our grandson asked for this book”

Quilted purse, “One of the best!. Stuart Little is just a sweet book for children... sparks their
imagination,  inspires curiosity and makes them think about the 'little' ones in life!”



Polka Dot Pajamas, “Fanciful and Fun for Very Young Reader. Stuart Little is an absolute
treasure. We read it to our three and a half year old who loved the adventure and imaginative
story. It didn’t have harsh language and the misadventures are exciting, but also tame enough for
a young reader.Like a lot of movies aimed at this age group, there is some adult winking
humor.To contrast with another author I love, Roald Dahl, this story didn’t have the underlying
tragedy or cruelty that his novels do. Those will be fine for a few years from now.”

Adelle, “Stuart Little Book Review. This book of adventure is one of the best books I've ever
read! I especially like Stuart himself,his character, how he accepts life,if things doesn't go his
way,he immediately accepts the situation he takes advantage of it. I also like the twists and how
E.B.White writes,she makes me feel like I'm standing there watching it happen. Its a story that
includes a variety of feelings and lots of Metaphors such as "Stuart felt like he was in a hurricane
being shipwrecked by a giant octopus"I would buy this book if you like adventure and curiosity”

Abigail, “Very lovely. Beautiful stories about the little mouse on adventure, children love it!!”

Francesca Lee, “I love this book although I find it a tiny bit annoying that we don't find out if
Stuart finds the margo. Great book like that stuart is tiny so that he doesn't have to pay so much
fuel he can also pillot  the wasp”

Darren Monaghan, “classic novel!!. great novel by E.B. White. I have watched both films, so the
book would come as no surprise to me. well worth a read for people of all ages who love Stuart
Little.”

The book by E. B White has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,750 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 131 pages
Reading age: 5 - 8 years, from customers
Lexile measure: 920L
Grade level: 3 - 7
Item Weight: 3.52 ounces
Dimensions: 5.18 x 0.37 x 7.84 inches
Novelty Book: 18 pages
Board book: 30 pages
Hardcover: 176 pages
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